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WORDS SARAH PRICE

The New Perennial Movement in planting 

design has a tendency to push trees into 

the background, yet trees are far more  

than a frame for exuberant planting and they 

deserve to take centre stage. In the temporary, 

manufactured setting of a Show Garden, trees 

give a sense of permanence allowing us to 

suspend our disbelief. In a real garden, trees are  

a magnetic presence that honour the seasons.

I frequently plant mature trees where instant 

effect is needed; often mixing them alongside 

smaller specimens that will establish quickly and 

eventually outstrip the more expensive purchase. 

Compared to the price of a bespoke oak pergola 

or a retaining brick wall, the cost of planting a 

mature tree in a well-considered position is a 

worthwhile investment. I recently planted four 

mature multi-stem Amelanchier canadensis in  

a café garden. Within a single day the modest  

7m x 10m space was transformed from a 

building site into a secret garden, sheltered  

from the outside bustle of the street and 

animated not only by sunlight streaming 

through the boughs, but also by the 

amelanchiers’ kooky, sinuous stems and  

later, their April blossom. 

Often, we are reluctant to plant trees  

because of the potential shade they will cast.  

Many people worry that a tree will overpower a 
small garden, but as designer Sarah Price shows, 
the key is finding the right place and the right tree

Designing with trees  
in small spaces

Sarah Price is one of the 
UK’s most sought-after 

garden designers who won 
worldwide recognition for 

her designs for the 2012 
Olympic Park.
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1 Urban wood
In Scandinavia the use of 

woods as a setting for your 

home is common. In London 

less so; this Urban Glamour 

Wood designed by Jinny Blom 

is a pretty yet wild and  

self-sustaining environment. 

Birch trees are planted up 

close to the glass to frame 

intimate views. Choose trees 

with a delicate canopy,  

such as Acer palmatum, 

Euonymus europaeus ‘Red 

Cascade’ or Prunus x 

subhirtella ‘Autumnalis’. 
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2 A secret place
Two chairs under the sprawling 

forms of willow transform  

an overlooked corner into an 

intimate place to sit. Selective 

pruning of crossing stems and 

dead, damaged and diseased 

branches can transform 

untamed woody forms into 

trees of beauty and character. 

Positioning your garden 

furniture is the final touch.  

3 Dramatic form
Grown for their dramatic, 

upright form, Pseudopanax are 

an unusual species of small tree 

suited to tight urban spaces. 

Endemic to New Zealand, 

Pseudopanax ferox (pictured) is 

similar to the more common 

Pseudopanax crassifolius. Both 

trees in their juvenile state have 

long, thin leaves that hang at  

45 degrees from their trunk. 

4 Hard surface
Small gardens work successfully 

without lawns but hard surfaces 

can dominate. Here the simple 

form of a tree planted within the 

decking, brings an understated 

composition of reclaimed wood 

alive. Trees for this purpose with 

beautiful bark include: Betula 

albosinensis var. septentrionalis 

and Prunus serrula.
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It needn’t be this way. Now is a good time  

to observe different species of trees for their 

suitability as midsummer canopies are at their 

fullest. Amelanchier, Malus, Koelreuteria, 

Crataegus and Betula are all popular small 

garden trees as they have a delicate canopy  

that gently filters the light, allowing perennials  

to grow beneath their spread. Trees such as  

Ficus and Morus create a denser shade and are 

more suited to hot courtyard spaces. 

In many small gardens there is already a tree 

that could form the perfect focus for the garden 

if given space. ‘Halo felling’ is a romantic phrase 

for a practical woodland management policy 

that allows a broadleaf tree’s beauty to shine. 

This means clearing enough shrubs and trees 

around a single tree to create a halo of light, 

enabling that one tree to thrive. This sensitive 

treatment honours the spirit of a tree and can be 

applied to even the smallest of spaces. Careful 

editing can extend to self-seeding saplings, such 

as hornbeam, oak or even ash, which can be 

pruned into low cloud-like forms or twisted 

together to from an abstract shape or tunnel. 

The best gardens reflect the personality of 

their owners. Gardener Julia Wylie has 

transformed her 15m x 7m L-shaped plot into a 

wildlife haven in southeast London by planting 
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5 Saplings on show
Corten steel panels create  

a dramatic backdrop for a row  

of young, pleached hornbeams 

in this design by del Buono 

Gazerwitz. Saplings are available 

in many different cultivated 

shapes and once planted can be 

trained exactly to suit your 

space. A minimal backdrop will 

always highlight the delicate 

beauty of young tree stems. 

6 Illusions
Reflective cladding on 

architecture or boundaries, as in 

this design by architect Ian 

McChesney, can transform a 

green space, making it appear 

lighter and larger. Aged mirrors 

or weathered panels of copper 

are particularly effective and 

won’t confuse birds in flight. 

Another design ruse is to reflect 

the canopy of a tree in a simple 

stone water basin or pool. 

7 Raised planters
Make a bold feature of a  

tree in a small, hard space by 

planting into a custom-made 

planter. In this design by  

de Zilverlinde, the planter 

 is created out of a curved band 

of Corten steel. The  

white mulberry, Morus alba,  

has a simple under planting  

of Festuca mairei. 
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8 Pleached  
garden rooms
Hornbeam and limes are 

commonly trained as 

pleached trees, however, 

many other species are just 

as effective including: Malus 

‘Evereste’, Morus alba, Pyrus 

calleryana ‘Chanticleer’, 

Platanus x hispanica and Acer 

campestre. Here a row of 

pleached crab apples nestle 

up close to designer Arne 

Maynard’s front door 

welcoming you into an 

intimate courtyard. 

Where to source
The following specialist tree nurseries will help  

you choose the right tree to suit your garden: 

• Architectural Plants (architecturalplants.com) 

specialises in usual specimen plants: Japanese  

and European topiary and a range of rare  

evergreen trees.

• Both Burncoose Nurseries (burncoose.co.uk) and 

Pan-Global Plants (panglobalplants.com) offer an 

inspiring choice of rare and exotic trees. 

• Majestic Trees (majestictrees.co.uk) specialises in 

supplying semi-mature and mature trees and also 

provides full planting services. 

an eclectic mix of trees up close to her house. 

Hawthorns and field maple jostle beside shaggy 

box balls, olive trees, a hedge of Muehlenbeckia 

astonii and bizarre New Zealand lancewoods, 

Pseudopanax crassifolius. She is breaking design 

rules that dictate unity and repetition. But she has 

panache and style, and has exercised restraint in her 

practical ground cover of Anemanthele lessoniana, 

which forms a unifying matrix studded with teasel, 

red campion, Gladiolus communis subsp. 

byzantinus and Rosa x odorata ‘Mutabilis’: bright 

accents that glow in soft, dappled shade.  

Next issue Stylish play spaces in the garden.


